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IN THIS ISSUE
THE TOP STORIES
AND NEWS

We have had a little rebrand! Congratulations
to Lucy Gourlay who won the competition to
name our UKFL mag.

On the Cover

This edition is jam packed with memories of
our first year in the League, I have loved
reading everyones stories when putting this
edition together.

Our competition winner Lucy
Gourley… turn to page 5 to hear her
story.

The Strider is all about striding forward and
covering new ground. As lots of clubs are
now concentrating on new training
techniques and spending time reviewing the
progress of their dogs over the winter; I’d like
to invite you to share some stories and
photos of your progress and ‘what works for
us’ with me for the next issue.

A Journey Together

Committee Nominations

I look forward to reading.

Hear from our committee candidates
ahead of the 2019 voting

The Board Reflect on the amazing
acheivements of the league in our
first 12 months!

Ed

The Hoot!
Fledge’s Junior Member Imogen tells
us about her day at flyball

FROM THE EDITOR

WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE A GUEST
WRITER? Get in touch and you could be
in the next issue of UKFL NEWS
Welcome to the new edition of THE STRIDER. Lots of you have contributed to this
edition which is just fantastic. The first year of the league has been pretty
memorable for you all and I can’t wait to see what’s in store for 2019! Check out
THE HOOT to hear from Imogen about her day at flyball; lovely to hear how much
fun she has!
If there’s anything you want to see in the next edition, please feel free to email me
at pressofficer@ukflyball.org.uk Samantha , Editor
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THE BOARD

A JOURNEY TOGETHER

“ I'm not really sure where to start, this whole year has literally been a whirlwind of organisation, decision
making,

delegation,

building

relationships

and

lots

and

lots

of

communication!

There aren't words that can express how we feel about the progression of this League, I'm sure you've already
heard how we never dreamed it would grow the way it has, I remember our first day of launching, Donna, Joe
and I were receiving email after email from people signing up to the league, I think we gained something like
120 members in the first day! We just couldn't believe it, our projection was something like 300 members for
the first year (haha!)
And here we are, closing in on our first anniversary of what has been a most epic 12 months, we have made
new friends, rekindled old relationships and I think the vast majority of our members, including ourselves, have
found a new love for this game we so dearly adore.
12 months has seen us gain:
1408 adult members
149 Junior members
1771 Racing dogs
114 registered teams
82 Events registered and 34 Events hosted so far
Unimaginable......
The UKFL is built on friendships, transparency,
dedication, inclusivity and a drive to create
something that really is all about our
membership.
The Committee we chose, have done an
outstanding job of taking this League to
where it is now, they work tirelessly, and
considering we threw in a bunch of people
who literally didn't know each from "Adam"
they all get on exceptionally well and all
clearly have the same goals and visions for
the League, they are a breath of fresh air. We
are forever grateful to you, nothing we can
say will express this enough.
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The website has got to be one of the biggest
undertakings for a single person to achieve. What Ellen
Schofield has done in such a short time is nothing short
of miraculous, dedicating hours upon hours of her own
free time to build this immense website for the
members, and I know she is literally buzzing with ideas
for where she wants to take it, Ellen, you are an
inspiration
Tina, our Treasurer has had another massive job role in
keeping our bank account flowing and offering essential
knowledge on financial planning for the coming years.
Thank you Tina, you have been such an asset to the
League.
Our Head Mentor, Carla Wales and her merry band of
regional mentors have done an exceptional job of
supporting new members, guiding new teams,
encouraging new Event Hosts and increasing the
membership on a daily basis, you guys are often our first
point of contact and we could not be prouder of you all.
Of course we have many other officials, busying themselves with the never ending requirements for such
an innovative yet young organisation, all giving up their free time to ensure the running of the League
remains smooth and seamless. A huge thank you to all
So, where do we go from here? The sky is literally our limit, our committee have some super exciting
ideas planned for the coming year; I truly hope they come to fruition because it’s going to be epic!!
We would like to give our honest and heartfelt thanks to each one of our members, without you guys
there is no League, if you have new ideas, we always want to hear them, if we can do better, please let us
know!
You will never know how much it means that you had the faith and took a leap to join and race with UKFL;
Thank You will never be enough.
"no one ever made a difference by being like everyone else." - PT Barnum, The Greatest Showman
Vicki Dawe, UKFL Board
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THE MILITARY MOVERS
Moving house is a stressful experience for anyone, even if you
have all the notice in the world! Now imagine picking up your
household, dogs, children, all the packing with possibly only a
couple of months notice. This is the life of the military family!
We are the Gourlay’s, my Husband Iain (a flyball widow, can
be found on some weekends hiding in a tent with a beer), my
18 month old twins Stuart and Skye, and our Border Collies,
Dexter and Nessie.
Iain has been in the Army for 11 years and served and lived in
5 different countries in that time. As a family unit we have
only lived in 2 and thankfully I have found refuge in wonderful
flyball teams as we’ve moved. I started when I was looking
for a dog sport for my collie Dexter when I got him while at
University in Dundee, Scotland. Agility wasn’t available at his
age however flyball was! From then on I was hooked and so
was Dexter! He has seen 3 teams including our current team
The Flying Scots, based near Edinburgh. We got Nessie as a
wedding gift (I still maintain the best gift we were given on
our wedding day!) and she was trained with the Bassett
Allsorts in Wiltshire until we moved to our current posting.
We started at the Tayside Roadrunners in Dundee, moving to
the Bassett Allsorts in Wiltshire and now at The Flying Scots
near Edinburgh.

Flyball has been my constant, my link between
being somewhere long enough to settle and never
being anywhere long enough to feel at home. My
team and my colours may have changed however I
adore my sport! Flyball has meant that no matter
where in the UK I move, I always have friends, I
always have a constant in mine and my children’s
lives and that means a great deal to me as we will
move so frequently for my husband’s career. The
support flyballers have given me through the years
has given me the confidence no matter where I am,
and the confidence to try for my children, who are a
popular addition at competitions!
In my time in the sport I have seen amazing
advancements in training techniques, in box design
and in how teams in run! I can only hope that as my
children start to do more than cheer on teams that
are racing that the advancements continue to
happen!
Lucy Gourlay
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JUNKYARD DOGS
So where do I start?
Junkyard Dogs Flyball Team was formed in April 2018 as a
group of people who wanted to get their love of flyball back
and we have certainly done that. For a new team we have
had an amazing first season.
In the main we currently race three league teams: Junkyard
Dogs, Junkyard Mechanix and Junkyard Rebels and I try to
keep the teams the same for consistency and confidence as
a wise person once said to me “confidence breeds speed.”
We also have a number of little league and pre cadet dogs
who are working through their training before taking the
plunge into league so watch this space!
We entered a couple of UKFL competitions early in the season and as everybody knows, people do not
like change so the format of racing took a bit of getting used to for some of the team but everyone fell in
love with the atmosphere and hospitality and UKFL was a definite hit with Junkyard Dogs.
We entered the first ever UKFL Championships in August not really expecting too much as the teams
were still settling down and we were still working on issues with certain dogs. We entered the Outdoor
format as we trained outdoors at the time and this was what our dogs were used to but it was fabulous
to have both indoor and outdoor working together and supporting each other at one Championship. A
true Championship of flyball!
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Junkyard Rebels were in Division 6 and
I had to make some very last minute
changes
due
to
unforeseen
circumstances so I really didn’t know
how this team would fare. The ability
to sync really did save the day and this
team would not have been able to race
had it not been for the help and
support of WOW and the loan of little
Mouse. Everybody pulled together to
race and amazingly took the Division 6
trophy.
Junkyard Mechanix were in Division 3 and raced hard and fast to take a third place rosette and amazing
prize box courtesy of fish4dogs.
The last surprise was Junkyard Dogs who were placed in Division 1. The team consisted of a fairly green
dog still finding her feet and a dog who had only just been cleared from a shoulder injury so we went
into the ring to race with no expectations or pressure, we just wanted to have fun and that we did but
the team also pulled it out the bag and to my surprise we became Division 1 Outdoor UKFL Champions
2018!
Since then we really have gone from strength to strength. A couple of the Junkyard Dogs Hydra and
Rosie joined forces with WOW in multibreed to take the multibreed record at Drax on August Bank
Holiday. With specific targeted training the dogs are all achieving new personal bests and shaving down
those seed times. Junkyard Dogs finally
joined the sub 16 club hitting a new seed
time and club record of 15.95 at Ryton in
October and received a huge cheer and
applause from around the ring.

For a team that was only set up six months
ago and was formed to bring back choice,
positivity and fun to the sport that we all
love I could not be prouder of each and
every member of Junkyard Dogs. All of our
success and achievement is because we
work together as one team and have the
help and support of an amazing forward
thinking association.
#UKFLRocks
Cheryl Quinn
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OUR FIRST UKFL CHAMPS

After the excitement of the very first UKFL Championship Event… Sam Bawden, our Midlands Mentor, took some
time to hear how some of the teams in her region enjoyed the weekend…

With the weekend madness over we can take a moment to reflect on the first ever UKFL championships, our team,
our dogs and our racing.
As a newer member of the flyball community I was overwhelmed at the welcome drinks, the passion and
enthusiasm of all those involved in making this weekends event possible brought a tear to my eye. It was start of
something special and encouraged us all to get out there and enjoy ourselves and that we did.
Saturday was down as a 'chill' day we had no racing, no ring party and drinks to enjoy but in true UKFL fashion with
our lovely team member Jen being on the committee there was plenty for us to do! From filling up the water pools
to ring party extras to setting up the rosettes and handing out prizes from the very generous @fish4dogs we all got
to see the champs from a different perspective and I'm sure we will all agree that it made for a fantastic day!
Sunday was race day! We were down as race 4 so early rise, box in position and warm up. Our first races went clean
with Maisey, Skye, Hugo and Zak all running consistently.
Our second race saw Lexie swap in as our start dog and boy was she on fire!! Running consistent 4.40/4.50s the
team dogs all followed Lexie's speed mission, Zak was also gunning for his cheese and was certainly enjoying the
days racing. This did lead to a break out time of 21.85 at one point which we couldn't seem to match but ran some
fantastic times including a 22.05!
As things were hotting up we knew that the third and fourth races would be slower but we were still running
consistently and won the third heat!
As the fourth race started we were all a little anxious and unfortunately only won one leg in the heat.
This team was made up of five experienced dogs, some more than others (Hugo Skye and Maisey have all ran
together in a team for a number of years, Lexie joined them and has been racing with them for at least a year. Zak
although a very experienced dog usually runs in a team with some of our other dogs) Skye wasn't going to come to
the champs as her handler /owner, our team captain, was due to have a baby at any point round the champs and
didn't want to risk it, but we thought it would be best to take five dogs just in case so luckily we were able to pinch
Skye for the weekend.
We all raced amazingly well. We had only competed as a team at two comps before now (and I am new handler so
although I.'ve trained with Skye every weekend I have only competed at the two previous events before this
weekend) so to come third at the UKFL Championships is an achievement to be proud of! We have learnt a lot about
each other, our dogs and how we work together as a team, because of the UKFL we are all stronger!!
A huge thank you to all the team for an amazing weekend! A huge thank you to Katy our captain for lending us Skye
and for helping us prepare, even after just having a baby she was on the other end of the phone! And a huge thank
you to everyone involved in putting together the first UKFL Championships! #ukflrocks #fish4dogs #flyball
Katy Hickin
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Nene Valley weren’t able to enter a team but some of us came along to sync our
dogs with Cambridgeshire, Norfolk and Ramsden and also had a last-minute tag with
Lowerdale. Its brilliant that teams are able to help each other out like this as it adds
to the feeling of belonging and togetherness that this first ever UKFL Champs
promoted so well; there was such an amazingly happy, friendly atmosphere all
weekend.
The venue was ideal; perfect for both indoor and outdoor racing, the food vendors
were excellent, there were plenty of stalls, dog walking areas around the site were
huge and the live entertainment was perfect for party night but the highlight for us
was little Pie and Meadow getting their first ever division win and at the Champs
too! Don’t think she’s stopped grinning yet.
If UKFL can put all that together in their first 8 months then we can’t wait to see
next year’s!
Rebound had a fantastic weekend at the 1st ukfl champs. Everything about the event was amazing from the
young flyballers showing us to our generous sized pitches, the lil stone in our welcome pack with our team logo
on, the welcome drinks and opening speech, the air conditioned hall, the goodie bags/boxes and rosettes, live
stream and race link, live entertainment in the evening and the generosity of the association allowing one of our
members to have a stall to raise money for her dog rescue, Bullies in need!
It was our young flyballers, Tory and Leahs 1st championships and they had an awesome weekend. We also had
the pleasure of seeing Texas and his handler Stacey debut after 2 years of training and see Texas run perfectly all
day.. best feeling ever! Most of all we got to spend a weekend together as a team and enjoy racing against some
fantastic flyballers.
What more could you hope for! #UKFLrocks
Firstly #UKfl really does rock !!
Northants Falcons had an amazing time at the champs, we had 2 teams entered.
Northants harriers were in division 9, the majority of the team are shoot & point except two, young sarge who
proved his mum wrong by coming back every single time and not interfering with the other lane, along with
helping the team get a new seed time :-) and special boy Laurie who ran awesome for his new young handler izzy,
he is at long last learning how to run in a straight line. Northants Falcons were in div 2 :-○ and came 2nd, so so
proud as they were seeded lower, always a great feeling when that happens.
Tyson & Jess at 10 years old proved that they can still hold their own at their age. We loved loved loved the
venue, ample space but everything within reaching distance, being able to help set up and entrusted with the
task given. Our young members thoroughly enjoyed their photo shoot with fledge, the activities and receiving
their t.shirt.
Thank you so much to all who played a part in organising the champs & to every member/ring party who stepped
in to help my small team. We're still overwhelmed by the generosity of fish4dogs, I honestly thought it was one
box per team, which still would have been amazing !! thank you- love it !!
See you next time #UKFLrocks
Wow had an absolute blast at the first ukfl champs. From when we arrived
Thursday, to when we left Monday. Everybody had smiles on their faces,
and wished everyone good luck and wanted them all to do well. This was
across the board. Whether u raced, inside staggered or outside block. It just
didn’t matter. Nobody putting anyone down, and each one supporting each
other. Just how it should be.
We raced, we ate, we certainly drank, and never stopped laughing but most
of all, we did it all together. Bring on the next one!
#UKFLrocks
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IN LOVING MEMORY
On the 5th of November 2018 two gentle brown eyes closed for a final
time and Rainbow Bridge gained another beautiful soul. Rex was well
known to so many on the circuit, His love for the sport was obvious. A
card holding member of the 'ball obsessed club', why tug when there
are so many tennis balls around! Great box turn although the '3 strides
back' always eluded you. Your excited barking in the van at every show
and practice was legendary! Everyone always knew when you had
arrived! A rock solid flyball dog through and through.
A euro champ, British and UK champ and more rosettes than one dog could handle. Weekend after weekend,
year after year, there you were ready to race. Then circumstances changed and you took a break, a year out of
flyball. You still had a full life, but something was missing. It was plain to see in your face that chuck its over
the race course and beating your sister Sassy to the ball was all well and good but it wasn't the same as being
in the lanes. Eventually, Whack Attack was born and you sailed down the lane just like old times. This was it,
Ready2Fly after attending
you were back! Then just months later a lump was found. Tests were done. The news was devastating,
cancer,
the Ring Party training
incurable.
We all talk about quality of life and that was what your family and team wanted for you. With an amazing vet
watching over you were able to continue to race for as long as possible and boy did you race! Every time you
hit the mats, your joy shone through. You had a whale of a time at UKfl champs this year gaining 2nd place
with your team and more treats than even you could eat! Just weeks ago you ran paw perfect at Ryton all day
and you looked like you could go on forever. But just two weeks later things changed. It felt so quick. It was
too soon.
At Woodgreen, a place you had given us so many happy memories, we shared a final competition and showed
you how special you were to us all. The following day your fight was over. Your family are devastated,
heartbroken but we will look after them for you. We will remind them of your spirit, your kind eyes and your
unconditional love for them. We will share wonderful memories of you with them, laugh and cry with them.
We are a team, we stand together, that's just what we do. You gave us your all and we thank you Rex. Sleep
tight sweet brave boy you are in our hearts forever.
I lost a treasured friend, the best
The loyal dog who used to rest
His gentle head upon my knee
And share his silent thoughts with me.
He’ll come no longer to my call
Retrieve no more his favourite ball
No more ready, set and race
He's passed on to another place.
Although my eyes are filled with tears
I'm thankful for the happy years
We spent together, him and me
And for his love and loyalty.
When it is time for me to go
I'll join him there, this much I know
I shall not fear the transient dark
For he will greet me with a bark.
Rest in peace Rex - December 2008 - November 2018
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BANBURY CROSS

OUR FLYBALL JOURNEY WITH UK FLYBALL LEAGUE

In December 2017 we were invited to join the fledgling UK Flyball League, I contacted my membership to gauge
their interest, I was met with a resounding yes from my members as regards to us joining The UK Flyball League. We
entered two teams into the very first UKFL event at Bisley hosted by Tails. With a variation of the rules that we had
been used to it felt like a bit of a trip into the unknown, we surprisingly felt at home in the UK Flyball League straight
away and even managed a divisional win at Bisley and so our journey started.
We have attended countless UK Flyball League sanctioned events in the last 12 months both indoors and outdoors
breaking our own club record on six different occasions. The UK Flyball League Championships at Lincolnshire show
ground was a fantastic occasion, so well organised, both indoor and outdoor racing on the same weekend at the
same venue made it so special, it felt like everyone had "come together". The atmosphere at The UK Flyball League
Championships was fantastic and for our top team to win a division with a club record and then to have two second
places in league racing and a second place in little league meant we went about with big smiles on our faces all
weekend. We then co-hosted with Wash Warriors in September and what a weekend that proved to be with
everybody mucking in to help out from setting up the rings, to admin and ring party duties when needed, this went
so well that we have agreed to co - hosting with Wash Warriors three times next year including one at our own
home field in Syresham in Northamptonshire.
For us The UK Flyball League has given us more options than we have ever had in the past, from myself starting to
judge to co-hosting sanctioned events, we have as a club thoroughly enjoyed the first 12 months of The UK Flyball
League and we are looking forward to the future.
Gordon Boffin, Banbury Cross
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COMMITTEE NOMINATIONS

Jen McCarthy - I am the current UKFL Secretary and have been flyballing for around 8 years
now. I now run with Whack Attack Flyball Teams. I like to think that during my time in flyball I
have experienced most different aspects of the sport. I've raced all formats, been involved in
hosting events, been part of teams who train very seriously and part of teams who socialise
more than they train and I love that there is room for both.
What do you feel you can bring to the UKFL Committee?
I'm a highly organised and decisive person. In my professional life I have grown a business up
from scratch which has given me experience in people management and implementing
processes during growth (amongst other things). I like to think I am an approachable person :-)
and i try bring a workable balance of the logical and the sympathetic in my approach to
problem solving.
What position do you feel suits you the best?
The Secretary role has ben a useful baptism of fire for sure. I feel my strengths lie in project
management, bringing together teams and harnessing their skills and talents to realise goals.
I'm keen to continue to drive the ideas and projects we have started to sketch out and see
them through to resolution and I feel there is scope within a general committee role to grow
that kind of project management position

Phillip White - I am a professional individual who competes with my Labradors in agility
and am training with a team in flyball. I have owned several labs over 30 years
What do you feel you can bring to the UKFL Committee?
Commitment.. determination and devotion to develop the sport
What position do you feel suits you the best?
Any
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Craig Kennedy - I am a confident, hard working man who is always keen to learn and always wanting to
push to better myself. I like to treat others the way I want to be treated. Having been in the sport for 10
years I still have that hunger to do well in the sport, I am keen to help and push others to do well in the
sport also. I am a family man, with one young daughter and 7 dogs, I love nothing better than spending my
time with them all. I think I am a good listener and I am always willing to help people, especially in flyball. I
am always helping teams and dogs where I can at comps and always offering advice.
What do you feel you can bring to the UKFL Committee?
I have good knowledge on the sport, I know how flyball politics work, good and bad. I am forward thinking
with a positive attitude to many things. I am keen to push the sport forward with like minded individuals
and want nothing more than to succeed in everything I do. I am a responsible person, a very good listener
and above all else I look for positivity in everything I do. I want to help build UKFL up to bigger and better
things, our sport needs to move with the times, we cant sit still and stagnate but we must grow and always
look to make the next year better than the last.
What position do you feel suits you the best?
There is many positions in the committee, at the moment I don't know what positions are available,
however, I am very keen to learn and develop where the board members and current committee members
see fit. I have the belief in myself to take on any tasks given to me and would love the opportunity to help
and act on behalf of this association.

Robyn Bawden - You all know me (if you don't, I'm the mini mad mutt that went
missing all those years ago at Stoneleigh) and you know my love for UKFL and I want to
give back to the league. it's safe to say my parents have been pretty active in flyball in the
UK for 25 years, now it's my turn to step up and follow in their big footsteps.
What do you feel you can bring to the UKFL Committee?
Fresh young perspective, intuitive ideas and a good background of flyball. I want to give
young people the confidence that they are involved in the sport and can influence how
the league is run.
What position do you feel suits you the best?
I like to throw myself at anything however I find my skills lie in communication and dog
welfare. With my animal care background that is always at the front of my mind. I also
love to meet new people and find ways around any problems.
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Hey Welcome to the Hoot! My name is Fledge and I’ve got a fantastic
story below sent in from one of our UKFL Junior Members! I love hearing
updates from you all! Please keep emailing your stories for me to read. I
put my favourites in the magazine with the help of the editor Samantha J

A DAY OF MY LIFE BEING A
FANTASTIC, FABULOUS,
FLEDGLING FLYBALLER!
by Imogen Wales

I jumped up out of my bed and got dressed into some leggings and my
team top as my mum (she’s our captain) says we can only wear the team
colours. Then I got my dog Atom ready for racing in little league. He has to
have a bucket with treats in for his reward. I was really chuffed with
myself because I got a 0.05 start which is really good! For the rest of the
day I collected balls for my team Revolution and for The Flying Scots too.
The other jobs I did were judge with my dad (he is also the chairman) and
help race a Flying Scots dog. After I had finished the jobs, I went back to
the caravan and saw my sister, Lydia and her friend Maddie, watching
Princess and the Frog. They were snuggled in Lydia’s duvet eating...
McDonalds!!! They got me a plain cheeseburger with a chocolate
milkshake mmmnnnn. When I had finished, I went back into the hall and
raced Atom for the last time and we won! WOOHOO!!! At presentation
we got a 3rd place rosette.
This is what a day is like being a fledgling!

Left: : Imogen Judging with her Dad.
Right: Imogen in lining up her dog.
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